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From our book Love Changes Everything

Illusions & Truth

The illusion is that anyone or thing can fill us
We are already full of all that is
for complete and total perfection
of living each moment in perfect balance of why we are here
The Truth is that all we seek outside of our self for fulfillment
Is already and always, in all ways, within us each moment
All we are to do is to bring it forth by BEing
BEing the Love and Light we are
And this is the next soul rememberings we are to remember
Some never do on their journey,
As they succumb to the illusion and are given it

You are perfectly moving in the fires of purity to be freed of all illusion
Avatar does not come without a price
The price is all you have been conditioned to believe is of value
is stripped away and replaced with what alone remains forever,
Love & Light
A Love & Light of both loves
For it is the Master Artist we call Spirit or God
Who has given all for both loves
of Oneness Love of all
and a love of sacred hearts entwine to be,
so why would such a Master Artist give this to us if we are not to experience it?
For us to deny either love experience is to damn the very Master Artist
And who are we to do such a damning?
For if we are to honour, revere, and cherish the Master Artist
In gratitude for such gifts
The way to do so, is to experience such gifts
In the joy and love that it has been given
For if the Master Artist has given all for both loves to be,
then in being All That Is, we are all then meant to experience such gifts
and that is why we come back lifetime upon lifetime
because we come to experience it one time
and then maybe the next we choose to be free from experiencing it
and we will continue to come back
until it is our last life here on this earth
like it is for you and I
as it is our last life
and in that last life we are to experience
that ultimate sacred hearts entwine love
AND a Oneness Love of all both at once
While in our other lives we may experience one or the other,
It is within our last life that it is all about completion
and therefore we are to experience both at once
and ultimately, that is what we have been experiencing since we first connected love
There is Truth and there is experience
We can experience the illusion and so it is real at the time of the experience,
yet in Truth it is an illusion, a mirage.

Truth, which is not illusion,
is real even when our experience denies it and our perception doesn't witness it.
The Dalai Llama said we are here to enjoy life, that is our purpose
Yet, he also is celibate
because being celibate is only one choice
if you believe in infinite possibilities, then being celibate is only one of an infinite possibilities of
choice free from being the only choice
that even the Dalai Llama or Jesus would agree
Truth, which is not illusion,
is real even when our experience denies it
and our perception doesn't witness it
very true love, very true indeed….
Yet how do we know what is true and what is illusion?
The answer resides within the Truth is all relative
It is relative to what we believe
Experience is the result of what we believe is true
If we believe it is an illusion, then we will experience it as such an illusion
If we believe it is truth and real then we will experience it as truth and real
If there is a common belief within something or someone among one or more,
then the experience is truth for that one or more
Relative to how much you believe within someone or something
will be to the degree that it manifests
Create faith, belief and you create miracles
And I....I believe in you:)
You and I, we are no illusion....
we are the real Troubadour and the real Princess....
we are the Master Artist incarnate
and as such we have a common bond, a common belief, a common truth
The Master Artist has given us all both illusion and truth to experience
The very same Master Artist also has given all for both loves to be
For if we are the Master Artist incarnate we are to experience All That Is,
for how can we say we are All That Is if we do not experience All That Is?
If we are to be such the real Troubadour and the real Princess,
within our last life here on this earth,
then we are to experience All That Is of both illusion and truth,
and of Oneness Love and the ultimate love of sacred hearts entwine
As such a Troubadour wrote this to his daughter once not too long ago

For such a Troubadour understands as well as the Princess
that the fable if to be given to the world
then such a Troubadour and Princess
are to resonate in that place of Avatar and demonstrate a model for it
In demonstrating the model for it,
That this means to walk our walk and talk our talk
in all ways and in all resonances of both illusion and truth
and of Oneness Love and love of sacred hearts entwine
And until such a moment that the Troubadour and Princess do this,
then they are just people, just illusions
It is the real Princess who does walk her walk and talk her talk….
It is now the Troubadour who is being asked by the Master Artist
To walk his walk and talk his talk
For this is one of the purposes for being in your life
Is to assist you within this
when you come to realize that it is not all about you,
it is about being in service
and that when you desire something more for another
than you do yourself
that this is God realization
You know when you are living your life purpose
based upon your feelings,
when you are feeling bliss and love in whatever that is
what gives me the most bliss is creating my own works yes,
and also being there for you and watching you and others I love blossom
Once you step into this
And see this
You are then the true Avatar
To be a true Avatar, to be the real Troubadour and real Princess,
One is to embark on such journeys of a Oneness Love of all
one is to embark on such journeys of the heart fully and completely
within a love of sacred hearts entwine as well
For it is both
it is always both, to be experienced at one, at once
especially within our last life here on this earth
it is your heart that knows and understands this

for your music and writings reflects it
as the gifts of the Master Artist pour through you of both loves
within Love songs of the heart like ‘Forever and a Day’, ‘All I Am’, ‘Candyman’, ‘Red Wine’,
‘Sacred Path’, and of course ‘I’m Here’
Songs of Oneness like ‘What Would Love do Now’, ‘Feels So Good’, ‘Master Artist’
and so so many others
that you have so lovingly serenaded me with many a’ nights
and how I so love when such a sweet Troubadour plays for me
in private concert serenades
And of the songs we sing together, our special songs
‘I Am, We Are’ the one that started it all for us
‘Love Showers’ the very first song you ever serenaded me with
‘Where There’s Love’ that I helped write with you
One night late when I was living in Utah
‘There’s a World’ that we created as all our poems here are created
Through our letters one night to one another talking about what the world is now
Rather than what we ‘Imagine’ it to be
And Love Never Fails….
the song that came through during those nights of shifting and releasing between us
Each song you sing and we sing
I cherish so
So very very much
Each one is special because they are the very essence of you
What you were going through when you wrote them
And how beautiful each songs meaning is
And each note played
Is my very breath
Each song we sing and create
Is us in that moment
Of how beautiful we create together
They mean the world to me
More than you will ever know or understand
And it is these gifts given from the Master Artist
Through your beautiful hands
And our hands
That would have been free from ever being given
If we were not meant to experience both loves
and there is a moment soon when you will understand and embrace this
because you already do

to be the real Troubadour, the True Avatar and the true Master Artist
that you and I know and understand you are….
As the real Princess, the True Avatar and the true Master Artist
that you and I know and understand I Am….
Only then will such gifts of music,
Song of the Troubadour, Song of the Princess
Poetry, channels, and such be truly given to the world
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